
One Platform, Unlimited Audience
Empowering Agencies & Advertisers Across all Screens

Nscreenads is a seasoned DSP with a 15-year track record in the digital

advertising ecosystem.. This extensive experience equips us with an in-depth

understanding of the market and the nuanced requirements of our clients.

Our vast network of high-quality publishing partners spans diverse media

types, enabling us to effectively reach a wide spectrum of audiences through

our campaigns. With a team well-versed in crafting captivating ad

campaigns and optimizing digital strategies, we possess the skills and

insights needed to help brands attain their advertising objectives.

We are dedicated to nurturing strong client partnerships, collaborating

closely to devise tailored strategies that align with unique needs and goals.

Our commitment extends to constantly refining our methodologies, ensuring

our clients remain at the forefront of industry trends. We are resolute in

furnishing clients with the latest technological innovations and the most

impactful marketing solutions. Our mission is centered on empowering

brands with the tools, knowledge, and resources necessary to excel in the

digital advertising landscape. We firmly believe in every brand's potential to

thrive in the digital age, and we are devoted to facilitating their success.

www.nscreenads.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/nscreenads/
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Engage your target audience through compelling video ads across various

devices. With an impressive 2.1 billion monthly viewers of digital video ads,

this avenue offers expansive exposure.

Digital & Online Video: 

Deliver impactful video ads to viewers consuming streaming content on

devices like Roku, Fire TV, and Apple TV. With over 1.1 billion monthly

connected TV ad viewers, this channel presents a captive audience.

Connected TV:

Tap into the growing market of cord-cutters and free streaming content

viewers. Reaching an audience of over 0.5 billion monthly FAST ad viewers

provides fresh opportunities.

FAST (Free Ad Supported TV): 

Command attention with captivating digital ads showcased on public

screens. This approach reaches a vast audience of 1.1 billion DOOH ad

viewers each month.

Digital Out of Home (DOOH): 

Broaden your impact with visually appealing display ads on websites, apps,

and social media platforms. With over 1.8 billion monthly display ad viewers,

this is a proven method for message dissemination.

Display: 

Engage users while they immerse themselves in their favorite mobile apps.

The potential to captivate a highly engaged audience shines through with

over 2.7 billion monthly in-app mobile ad viewers.

In-App Mobile: 

Diverse Media Reach
We specialize in targeting users across an array of

media types, amplifying your brand's reach and impact

Reach users across desktop and mobile devices with traditional display ads.

Leveraging this channel's 2.4 billion monthly viewers ensures significant

exposure for your message.

Web (Traditional Display and Mobile Web): 



Tailor your ads based on factors such as age, gender, income, and location.

Demographic targeting:

Direct your ads towards your audience's specific interests.

Interest targeting: 

Align ads with the online behavior of your target demographic.

Behavioral targeting:

Precisely place ads based on the content of websites or apps.

Contextual targeting:

Pinpoint ads to individuals resembling your existing customers.

Lookalike targeting:

Precise Targeting Capabilities
Nscreenads offers an extensive suite of targeting capabilities designed

to refine your audience outreach

Additionally, our platform facilitates custom audience targeting, enabling you to

reach individuals sharing certain characteristics. This might involve visitors to your

website or those who've engaged with your social media content. Leveraging

Nscreenads' targeting capabilities ensures effective audience engagement,

including potential customers primed to engage with your offerings.



Book a Demo

Unveil Your Brand's Digital Adventure with Nscreenads!

Embark on a journey of digital discovery with Nscreenads! Boasting a whopping 15 years in the digital

advertising arena, we're not just experts – we're trailblazers. This rich experience grants us an intuitive grasp

of the market and an uncanny ability to decode your brand's desires.

Our squad is a league of extraordinary partners, spanning every nook and cranny of the media landscape.

With this crew by your side, your message becomes a symphony that resonates across diverse audiences,

leaving a lasting imprint.

Ready to kick your goals into overdrive? Our team of maestros is here to compose ingenious campaigns and

sculpt strategies that rocket your brand to stardom. Our mission is to turn your dreams into a pixel-perfect

reality that dazzles.

Collaboration isn't just a buzzword – it's our way of life. We're not content with

generic solutions; our strategies are tailor-made to seamlessly sync with your

brand's DNA, resulting in a digital symphony that hits all the right notes.

What's our secret to perpetual innovation? We're ahead of the curve, constantly

evolving and reinventing our tactics. Our promise is to arm you with the latest

technological artillery and the sharpest marketing weaponry.

But this isn't just about ads – it's about empowerment. Navigating the digital

universe can be daunting, but with Nscreenads at your side, you're not just

equipped – you're empowered.

Ready to dive into the exciting landscape of digital advertising? Buckle up, because
we're about to explore diverse realms where your brand can shine.
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Age, gender, income, location – it's all part of the precision package.

Demographic Delight:

Your audience's passions are the magic potion. Craft ads that resonate and resonate.

Interest Infusion: 

Play digital mind reader. Present ads that mirror their online habits and preferences.

Behavioral Brilliance:

It's all about perfect timing and relevance. Seamlessly blend your ads with the content they love.

Contextual Charm: 

Find brand-new fans that feel like old friends. By targeting those similar to your existing

audience, the magic multiplies.

Lookalike Magic:

Refine your focus even further with custom audiences

Perfect Match:

Merge

Audiences

Save

Time

Get Instant

Visibility

Create tribes of like-minded souls. From website visitors to social media aficionados,

we've got you covered.

Custom Crews:

Precision Targeting: 
Where Magic Meets Metrics
Bullseye marketing is our specialty, and we've got the
tools to hit it every time.

Nscreenads isn't just about advertising; it's about your

brand's digital odyssey. Are you ready to embark on this

cosmic adventure? With Nscreenads as your co-pilot, your

brand will reach for the digital stars!
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Contact Nscreen

At our core, we are driven by a powerful mission - to assist brands,

regardless of their size or shape, in navigating the seemingly comically

complex realm of digital advertising. In an era where the digital

landscape is constantly evolving, we recognize the challenges and

intricacies that brands face in effectively reaching their target

audiences. With a deep understanding of the ever-changing digital

landscape, we have made it our purpose to be a guiding light, providing

comprehensive solutions that empower brands to thrive in this dynamic

environment.

A look at some of our clients

Drop us a line with any questions, inquiries or business proposals
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